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Of mother, myths and metaphysics: The tale of
Goddess Durga

Mrityunjoy Chatterjee

For over three centuries, in the northern 
part of Kolkata , once known as Sutanuti, 
where narrow and slushy lanes divide 

rows of aging, decrepit houses, beauty is be-
ing modelled out of clay by thousands of Ku-
martuli artisans, who have the skill traditionally 
handed down to them.

The gentle benign smile on the face of the 
goddess--visible even before the final strokes 
have caressed the face---offers no hint to the 
pressure on the artisans of having to fuse tra-
dition with modernity. What is being shaped is 
the unmistakable expression of subtle blend 
of reassurance and anger—the former aimed 
at her worshippers and the latter at her foes. 
Over 450 artisans, aided by thousands of la-
bourers,  work their nimble fingers on straw 
and clay for months to produce  idols of god-
dess Durga and her four children—Saraswati, 
Laxmi, Kartik and Ganesh-- who descend from 
Mount Kailash to visit the plains for five days 
every year.

Kumartuli images are not only a craze in the 
country but the world over; Europe, America, 

Australia and Africa, the clientele being the In-
dian communities living there.

But all does not seem well for the “celestial 

colony”, on the bank of river Hoogly. The price-
less art of clay modelling is fast moving to-
wards oblivion for a variety of reasons coupled 
with government apathy. The new generation 
is opting out of the trade that their ancestors 
were involved in and choosing newer avenues 
of making a living, terming the trade as highly 
“labour- oriented, unremunerative and unen-
terprising”. Besides, the galloping prices of in-
gredients, lack of patronage, paucity of funds 
as loans 
from banks 
and finan-
cial organi-
zations, the 
debt trap 
of crafty 
money lend-
ers and the 
advent of 
the much 
c h e a p e r 
dice-made 
i m a g e s 
have all 
added to 
the fast de-
cay of the 
profession.

“It takes 
months of 
painstaking 
labour and 
finely tuned artistic acumen before beauty 
takes shape and assume the final form, be 
it goddess Durga or Kali, says famed artisan 
Nepal Pal. “No one is willing to take such pain. 
Our children are getting educated and opting 
out for more profitable, less labour-oriented 
professions”.

A member of the new generation, Arup Pal is a 
graduate from an art college. He has special-
ized in carpentry. He, like many of his age, has 

taken up a job with a private company. “Why 
opt for the ancestral profession when there 
is no money, no future. Clinging to soft senti-
ments does not help or yield two square meals 
a day. I have a job and security in life”.
“We are an endangered class”, says Narayan 
Pal  regretfully. “We carry on as we are artists 
and when the idols travel to different pandals-
--there is   deep satisfaction  within. The ap-
preciation of the people eases the relentless 

pain. We again look forward to the next year.”

Most of the workshops do not have a proper 
roof over their head.” The government had 
in 2009 promised a permanent colony—with 
workshops and housing besides an art gallery. 
Only two blocks out of four were built. The Rs 
40 crore project was supposed to be funded 
partially by the central government and partly 
by the state government. But since then,there 
has been no fresh construction,” said Babu 

Pal, the spokesman of  Kumartuli Mritshilpo 
Karigar Samiti.
 
“We have approached almost everyone for 
help. Most of us live from hand to mouth 
since we have to deal with the vagaries of the 
weather with tarpaulin sheets covering our 
workshops. But nothing has so far been done”, 
says Pal.

The trade is seasonal, says Babu Pal and 
“even after engaging every available hand in 
the family,including women and children,we 
can barely survive. The income generated 
out of the image-making takes us through six 
months of the year. For the restof the period, 
we work in different trades, even as labourers 
to survive.”

The prices of most of the ingredients like 
Ganga clay,bamboo,wooden frame, straw, 
rope, paint, “zari” ornaments, beads and fancy 
clothes have jumped at least thirty per cent 
compared to last year. The  dice-made im-
ages, owing to their affordable price, have also 
made a major dent in the income of the arti-
sans. Conventional images are definitely more 
artistic but costlier.

When banks and other financial organiza-
tions deny them loan for lack of collaterals, 
these artisans are forced to borrow from the 
crafty money lenders who charge high inter-
est rates.”We know we are being cheated. But 
what is the alternative?” he rues.

The artisans are trying out alternative ways to 
tide over the lean period. They are taking up 
work in terracotta and ceramic industries.
 
As Kolkata prepares to celebrate this year’s 
Durga Puja and the artisans work round the 
clock to give shape to the goddess and her 
children, one big question looms large over 
Kumartuli--- will its art survive?

The artisans helplessly look for an answer, for 
a light at the end of the tunnel.

Many priceless traditional art forms 
are an integral part of Durga Puja 
–perhaps the world’s largest com-
munity festival. However, changing 
times, pressure of modernization, 
economic crunch and dwindling pa-
tronage have put them on the brink 
of extinction. Mrityunjoy Chatterjee 
brings you glimpses of an art form 

struggling for survival.

Debanjan Banerjee

The mythical element of Durga Puja of 
Bengal is related to its metaphysical 
dimension just like the way the appar-

ent size of Sun and its actual size are relat-
ed. Without that, sympathy and broadness of 
knowledge-spirit, this Mother-Goddess, this 
icon of fractal and morphed icons will remain 
only a simple deity. One way, unmistakably 
she is. But human culture suffers from inertia 
of choices and in most of the cases; choice 
is guided by the absence of the same rather 
than the need for experimentation. This cul-
tural baggage lies at the evolutionary level and 
goes further, further into history as ferocious 
obedience to its Totem-Deity, to its own view of 
Supreme Controller, to its specific brand of Re-
ligion and reciprocal intolerance to the “other.” 
If we look at this icon only as an ordinary Deity, 
an idol with strange attributes, we are going to 
miss a point.

In this Mother-Deity is a continuum of lost 
memories and mythical connectivity that is as 
mobile as it is immobile. Around her have been 
woven myths more about us than about gods. 
With her form as a young and weapon-dressed 
woman with lion and asuras, surrounded by 
her family and a husband of questionable vir-
tue, she hides the entire mythical world. She is 

pleasant and scintillating, she is manicured to 
the extent of the age, she is given contempo-
rary veneer but the moment the Sanskrit texts 
open, we enter into another world:

Sristhi-Stithi-Vinasanang-Shakthi-bhute-San-
atani

[Oh Goddess, who is present in all living en-
tities as eternal fundamental Energy or Life 
Force]

As we continue, we hear stranger and stranger 
sounds, the high feminine adjectives (which 
Sanskrit’s rich phonetics supply liberally and 
laws of conjoining approve with ease) — 
Kaushiki, Varahi, Hari-netra-vilasini, Roudra, 
Shanta, Narayani, Bhairobi, Chandi, Bhuvane-
swari, Shuladharini, Gouri, Katyayani passed, 
suddenly we hear, in our so known voice of 
Birendrakrishna Vadra —

Ardha-matra sthitha nitya junucharya visehata

[Thou art the inarticulable half-metre of conso-
nant sound]

From the great and gorgeous description of 
imageries of beauty and power, adorning the 
Mother with all weapons, magic, opulence 
from the three worlds, (tree’-vhuban) invincible 
and shining in eternal radiance of Fundamen-
tal Energy that drives all beings, all of a sud-
den, like a bell toiling, the poet of Sri Sri Chandi 
entered into an abstract realm, a world of un-
certainty, an intangible being, a very delicate 
world — the inarticulable metre of consonant 
sound. The myth is transforming. It has started 
from the known and with the great adjectives 
ringing still in our ear, we are visualising her 
Bhuvan-Mohini form, and the poet has passed 
onto something else. He has connected —our 
consciousness with the collective unconscious 
— to Nitya from Lila.

The confirmation comes, just after all battles 
are over, all enemies are destroyed, Flowers 
are being thrown in benediction, the whole 
cosmos bows to her feet time and again —

Namo-tashmi! Namo-tashmoi Namo-tashmoi 
Namo Namo!
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Through history and poetry: Revisiting the tribal 
perception of Durga puja

Sindoor khela and the
burden of being a Goddess

Srija Naskar

The cultural annihilation of the tribals of this 
country continues to this day through what is 
considered the Rio Carnival-like celebration 

in West Bengal and many other parts of India, the 
Durga puja or Durgotsav.  The word “tribal” was intro-
duced as a socio-economic category by the British in 

colonial India. It was a way of distinguishing a com-
munity from the rest based on their physical charac-
teristics, living conditions and culture. Several Indian 
anthropologists who have worked on the origins of 
the tribals have pointed out that their existence is as 
old as the Indus Valley civilisation, based on excava-
tions discovered in the eastern part of India, in the 
Chhota Nagpur region of Jharkhand. It was told that 
these original inhabitants spoke a language that had 
no grammar, they worshipped no God nor performed 
any ritual. The Vedas call them “Asuras”, “Dasyu”, 
“Rakshas”, etc. When Hindus across the nation cel-
ebrate Durga puja as victory of “good” over “evil” in 
elaborate puja pandals, it is these Asurs or the trib-
als who go in mourning for nine days of Navratri and 
observe “Mahishasur Martyrdom Day” on Dashami or 
Dussehra. 

Tribals consider themselves to be descendents of 
“Hudur-Durga”, a name in local dialect for Mahishas-
ur. They associate themselves as descendents of 
who Hindus call, “the demon”. The Durga Saptashati 
or the story of Durga puja describing the tale of Dur-
ga slaying Mahishasur as rendered in Markandey 
Purana is biased, they claim. They consider it to be 
a selective, deliberate erasure of their folklore, of 
their culture. For the Santhal tribals living in Bengal 
and parts of Bihar and Jharkhand, a Santhali festi-
val called Dansaya is celebrated at around the same 
time as Durga puja. For obvious reasons, such fes-
tivals are lesser known tales. In this Santhali tribal 
tradition, Durga is a tribal chief who is hunted down 
by a group of outsiders. Failing to track him down, the 
outsiders decide to use deception and take the help 
of a woman. When the woman asks them what she 
will get in return for the act committed, she is told that 
she will be known and worshipped for years to come 
for this deed. When the tribal chieftain is killed, the 
woman is given the title of “Durga”. It takes her nine 
days and nine nights to kill the tribal chief. 

The Mahishasur of the Hindus is the Durga of the trib-
als. And what is to Hindus a celebration of mythology 
is a piece of lived history for the tribals. Annihilation 
of Mahishasur is annihilating tribals, as descendents 
of the Asur/Rakshas/Dasyu community are still alive. 

Two moons ago I was fortunate to meet one such de-
scendent, Sushma Asur, from Jharkhand who is also 
the first from her community to document Asuri his-
tory. She is an activist and poet and her social media 
page ASUR Adivasi Women Documentation Initiative 
and Youtube videos have become the subject of re-
cent interest for researchers working extensively on 
the sociology and countercultural history of the tribal 
community in India. As a young journalist from Tehe-
lka, I was helping my co-worker write a feature article 
on marginalisation and Durga puja. She ended up 
writing two pieces, one on the Asurs and their associ-
ation with the festival and the other one on Sonagachi 
transgenders. Tehelka carried only the latter one. 

But Sushma Asur’s poem which she had narrated to 
us while talking about Asur Kahani and the alternate 
history and folklore surrounding the Durga puja has 
stayed with me till this day. As Mahalaya approaches, 
I would like to provide a translation of how the Asurs 
feel about Debipokkho.

Anuradha Deb

Durga puja, besides being the most awaited festival of the year 
for the Bengali community, is also a moment of celebration and 
glorification for Indian womanhood. The ceremonial worshipping 

of the mother goddess – Durga— who is understood to be empowered 
through the weapons and tools bestowed upon her in all her ten hands, 
is revered in the embodiment of her possessing a holy strength of some 
immeasurable kind.

She is opulently decorated into a feminist icon during the pujo days. 
She is described as the protector, mother, slayer of demons in all its 
pop feministic symbols. When the festival season arrives, the saree and 
ornaments’ brands simply cannot afford to miss out on the opportunity 
to monetize Durga. This is our practiced culture. Travel and tourism 
business flourishes. Social media, tv commercials, newspapers and 
print platforms go berserk in their voluminous intoxication towards rev-
erence of Maa Durga, who according to the practiced Hindu mythology, 
descends with her four children from her husband, Shiva’s home, to 
her father’s home. For the number of days she is there on earth, she is 
pampered with numerous varieties of bhog, prasad and aarti, etc. The 
build up to the festive days echo with the impatient fervour of the advent 
of Durga Maa, the savior of mankind who is about to arrive, for whom 
elaborate and expensive pandals are created.

“As they say, ‘Motherhood is a biological fact. 

Fatherhood is a sociological fiction’”
- Nivedita Menon (Seeing like a Feminist)

Shasthi, the sixth day of the festival is reserved exclusively for mothers 
who observe fast for the well being of their children. The patriarchal 
design of this festival does not allow the barren women to observe this 
particular fast, excluding fathers as well. Since this is a sacred obser-
vance of a ritual, it is binding for the mothers only. It therefore also 
makes a statement of good mothers and bad mothers. It also acts as a 
burden for fathers who don’t have to observe the fast on this day and 
are not supposed to have that bond with the children as much as the 
mother does.

Thus, on the 10th day when Dashami comes and the Goddess has to 
leave her pedestal, women give her a grand farewell. Married women 
while applying sindoor (red vermillion) on the idol’s feet and forehead, 
pray for their happy and long married lives to one another greeting 
“Shubho Bijoya”- a ritual which is supposed to invite prosperity to their 
household. This is called the Sindoor khela. However, this glorified 
practice essentially magnifies the importance of marriages in women’s 
lives. It clearly makes a distinction between the married and the unmar-
ried— turning it exclusively into women’s domain where too there is a 
subtle discrimination created between the married and those who are 
not. So we see a kind of burden on this Goddess to be ‘auspicious’, to 
be ‘prosperous’ and an entity which excludes the barren, the celibate, 
the widowed, the Other. This mainstream celebration of the Goddess 
can also be understood to be well strategized mass exercise in order 
to marginalize, push out, erase out, a line not drawn by these women 
themselves but by others. The celebration is certainly not an inclusive 
one. It has never been ‘sarbojonin’. Because no inclusion can be con-
ditional.

When a festival is about women being relegated to the position of a 
goddess, who is assigned all the divinities to feel powerful whether she 
wants it or not, it can certainly be a burden for some women in general 
to celebrate such a discriminatory festival.

Picture source: The Telegraph
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हम जरूर जजएंगे ही, पठार की तरह निडर 
ऩठायी ऺेत्र भें तुभने 

हभें (असुयों को) जन्भ ददमा 
ऩय जजिंदा यहने के लरए यास्ता नहीिं फतरामा 

ऩठायी ऺेत्र भें तुभने 
हभें (असुयों को) भजदयू फनामा 

ऩय स्कूर जाने के लरए ऩैसा नहीिं ददमा 
हभें आगे फढऩे के लरए यास्ता नहीिं फतरामा 

In this plateau region you 
Gave birth to us (the Asurs) 

But never showed us the way to live 
In this plateau region, you 

Turned us into working class 
But never gave us money to go to school 

Never showed us the way to move on 
अफ तो हभाये ऩास बाषा नहीिं है 

अफ तो हभाये ऩास सिंस्कृतत नहीिं है 
हभ तुम्हें कैसे ऩुकायें 

हभ तुम्हें ककस विधध स ेमाद कयें 
We have no language of our own 

No culture of our own 
How do we address you? 

How do we remember you? 
हे धयती के ऩुयखो, हे आसभान के ऩुयखो 

ओ हभाये भाता-वऩता, ओ सबी असुय फूढे-फूदढय़ो 
तुम्हाये बोजन की जजम्भेिायी जिंगर की थी 
तुम्हायी भजूयी खेत की जजम्भेिायी थी 

महािं से िहािं तक पैरा ऩठाय ही तुम्हायी ऩाठशारा थी 
ऩहाड़-झयने तुम्हें यास्ता फताते थे 
O ancestors of the earth and sky 

O parents and ancestors 
Forests gave you food to eat 

You worked in your fields 
The entire plateau region was your school 
Hills and waterfalls showed you the path 
हे धयती के ऩुयखो, हे आसभान के ऩुयखो 

ओ हभाये भाता-वऩता, ओ सबी असुय फूढे-फूदढय़ो 
तुभ सफ नहीिं जानते थे कधिमा-दढफा (रुऩमा-ऩैसा) 

तुभ सफ नहीिं जानते थे ऩयजीविता 
हभ तुम्हें दोष नहीिं देते 

हभ तुम्हें अऩनी असहामता के लरए 
कोर्ट-किहयी नहीिं कयते 

ऩय जफ किं ऩनी धभ-धभ आती है 
ऩय जफ सयकाय दभ-दभ फेदभ कयती है 

हभ ककसको गोहयाएिं 
हभ ककस छाती भें आसया ढूिंढे 

O ancestors of the earth and sky 
O parents and all our ancestors 

You never knew about money 
You never knew about dependence 

We do not blame you 
We would never seek your help 

We would not take refuge of judiciary 
But when commercial companies come barging in 

And the Government lashes atrocities 
We feel lost 

We seek your solace and company 
हे धयती के ऩुयखो, हे आसभान के ऩुयखो 

ओ हभाये भाता-वऩता, ओ सबी असुय फूढे-फूदढय़ो 
हभ सीखेंगे तुम्हायी तयह फोरना 
हभ सीखेंगे तुम्हायी तयह नािना 
हभ कयेंगे लशकाय तुम्हायी तयह 

उन सबी जानियों का 
जो असुयों के घय खोद यहे हैं 

जो हभाये झयनों को पुसरा-फहरा यहे हैं 
जजन्हें धयती औय इिंसान खाने की रत है 

हभ जरूय जजएिंगे तुम्हायी तयह ही 
ऩठाय की तयह तनज्ििंत-तन्छर 
तुम्हाये यिे इस असुय ददसुभ भें 
O ancestors of earth and sky 
O parents of our ancestors 

We will learn to speak like you 
We will learn to dance like you 
We will learn to hunt like you 

All those animals 
Those who shake the foundation of Asur homes 

Those who are messing with our waterfalls 
Those who have the tendency to gobble up the last vestiges of humankind 

We will learn to live like you 
Content and innocent like the plateau 

In this Asur region created by you. 
-- Sushma Asur 



Any ritual that we celebrate becomes a 
part of our lives and some of them are 
being spontaneous for ages. It is like a 

stream of emotions letting us get washed away 
with either hope, enthusiasm, happiness or 
fear and failure; left with either dazzling pairs 
of new clothes or a decent one-square meal. 
But as most of us who populate the urban land-
scapes immerse ourselves in these festivities, 
the Durga puja being the biggest one in Ben-
gal, do we really look back and think about the 
in-your-face inequalities that lurks behind the 
pomp and show? Are we not selfish? Do we 
care two hoots? Where lies the sense of em-
powerment in the celebrations of religious fes-
tivals like the Durga puja? Can the elaborate 
puja pandals hide the squalor of shelter homes 
that are spread in ghettos across the length and 
breadth of 
this city? 
Can au-
t u m n a l 
bloom hide 
these all-
s e a s o n s ’ 
c u l t u r a l 
markers?

We talk 
a b o u t 
c h a n g e s 
and social 
reforms but 
we lack the 
basics to understand it. Social reform does not 
come from selective effort but requires all of 
us to participate and contribute with the same 
enthusiasm. Helping the poor is a generalised 
concept and remains restricted to only school 
books teaching us moral values. We do not bat 
an eyelid before putting Durga on a pedestal, 
imagined as our mother but happily ignore 

plights of prostitutes, Dalit women, Adivasi 
women, the LGBTQIA community who are 
fighting daily atrocities. We believe in rituals, 
splurge on sweets and milk and all other kinds 
of bhog for the goddess but feel irked when 
roadside beggars plead for a penny.

It is believed that we all have our own universe 
and we all have our own Brahma, the crea-
tor of our perceived universe where we look at 
everything in a different and unique way. We 
act according to our own judgment and belief 
system but whenever we are being judgemen-
tal about someone else and their needs, we 
always think from our perspective, putting their 
preferences as secondary without considering 
the fact as to how our judgments are affecting 
that person and creating ripples in his/her uni-

verse. We 
often for-
get that 
the way 
we are 
consider-
ing some-
thing can 
entirely be 
d i f fe ren t 
from the 
reality as 
reality ex-
ists differ-
ently for 
d i f fe ren t 

people.
 
The need of empowerment is not gender-spe-
cific and its not about a specific people and 
community but our mind, our thought process, 
our heart that needs to be empowered, as we 
alone are the harbingers of poribartan. Porib-
artan being the only constant in life. 

Wear pink, never blue. You are a prin-
cess, not a hero. You are a hero’s 
shining and docile wife. Little girls 

will read stories about your appearance, not 
your achievements. Princesses and wives 
keep their hair clean and their man fed. Why 
be the breadwinner when you can bake it in-
stead? Keep the house and the children tidy. 
Do not play with the toy cars or the small green 
army men. The small plastic 
tires will tangle in your hair 
and the pointy guns will poke 
at your delicate fingers.

Learn to wash the windows. 
You’ll be yearning through 
them for your entire life. Keep 
them clean to remind your-
self of what could have been. 
Learn to dust the shelves. You 
will stock them with remind-
ers of what life means to you. 
Scrub the doorknobs raw, for 
when you go outside, you 
must keep clean. Your name 
will become a household one 
if you are. 

Express and feel emotions, fleeting and open 
as a blustering curtain. You’re expected to be 
emotional, so never hold back. When you are 
shaking with anger, do not be afraid to scream. 
Holding back is for men. Whatever you do, do 
passionately. Men are for making ends meet 
and stoic thinking. Feel the need for these 
things and only find these needs met in men. 
Your dreams are to marry ideal qualities, not 
to have them.

You will fit nicely into a box. You are only a 
respected female if you meet these standards 
and requirements. Your hair must be shoulder 
length or longer. If it is not, you are a lesbian 
and are handed a bad connotation. Cover all 
unacceptable skin. If you do not, you are a slut 
and are most definitely asking for any sexual 

advances to come your way. Your ribs need to 
be as visible as your smile. If they are not, you 
are fat and clearly lazy and unproductive. You 
will only listen to approved music and think 
approved thoughts. If you do not, you are a 
thug and an anarchist and a God hating lib-
eral. Each of these is a nail in your fragile ply-
wood box. You must be oppressed and not let 
a hateful word escape your rouged lips. 

You must listen to your fa-
ther and respect your elders. 
Your mother is not a direct 
authority figure. She will dis-
cipline you by saying that 
your shirt has always clung 
to your stomach and your 
hair is quite oily these days. 
Your elders know more than 
you do. When you state a 
fact or news event, it will be 
met with either an “I know” 
or a “that’s not true”. 

You will learn to covet ap-
pearance above all. Your 

acceptance speech when graduating college 
would be null and void if you had forgotten 
your eyeliner. You have been raised with books 
about long brown hair and being rescued. You 
are not allowed to save yourself. You will wait 
until a man can sweep you off your feet and 
that will be the end of it. You must be skinny 
and made up for that day so that he can pick 
you up physically and mentally.  

Do not play with the toy cars or the small green 
army men. The tires will tangle in your long 
brown hair and the army men will make you 
think of power.

You are not what you become. You are what 
you are born.

Manisha Shaw, UG Media, 1st year
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Rantings of a Feminist

Women empowerment is not a woman’s responsibility alone

How empowering is any celebration 
with a religious sanction?

Sayak Pal

Women empowerment is indeed the 
most widely spoken and discussed 
issue of recent times across the 

globe. Gone are the dark medieval ages when 
women were forced to hide behind the veil of 
dominant patriarchal customs. The modern 
day Indian women have come a long way aid-
ed by the actions concerning women empow-

erment campaigns. When we think of women 
empowerment today, we visualise the urban 
working women or successful entrepreneurs 

of rural self-help organisations.

However, it is very evident from the daily incidents 
of abuse, harassment, trafficking etc that wom-
en are not truly empowered. A much neglected 
a s p e c t 
of this 
s c e -

nario is the issue of alerting and edu-
cating men for the sake of empower-
ing women. It should be realised by all 
that the harmony of the society at large 
equally depends on both the sexes. It 
is by the culmination of both the pow-
ers, the world will grow to be a humane 
and generous living space. Therefore 

a major shift in perspective is the need 
of the hour. 

The switch in concept needs to start with wom-

en themselves. There is a compelling need to 
abandon the stereotypical ideas of masculinity 
and educate men on the shortcomings of dom-
inant, patriarchal cultures from an early age. 
Efforts should be undertaken to urge men to 

s p e a k 
u p 
against 
v i o -
l e n c e 
towards 
women. 
M a l e 
e g o s 
need to 
be de-
f l a t e d 
and one 
m u s t 
ensure 
greater 
part ici-
p a t i o n 
f r o m 
men in 
w o r k -
s h o p s 
on gen-
der is-
sues. 

As men-
t i o n e d 

earlier, it is only through united understand-
ing of both men and women that society will 
prosper fruitfully. The greatest ever example 
of this is perhaps the story of Goddess Durga 
and her triumph over the demon Mahishas-
ur.  The Gods, forgoing their masculine ego, 
wholeheartedly aided the Goddess with their 
gifted weapons. It was this combinative en-
deavor that established righteousness in this 
Universe. 

Rapti Mukherjee, PG Media 1st year

Picture source: Adarsh Balak
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I am Malala: Powerful tale of grit and determination in the face of religious extremism

In the novel, I Am Malala, by Malala 
Yousafzai, the main character Malala is a 
Pakistani human rights activist working for 

the welfare of children and women. From a 
young age, her father, also a strong proponent 
of education encouraged her to stand up for 
what they believed in. In the traditional commu-
nity of Swat in northwestern Pakistan, Malala’s 
father over the years built and expanded his 
school. It had 1100 pupils and over seventy 
teachers. Unfortunately, the Taliban follows a 
very strict interpretation of the Quran and is 

completely against women’s education. On a 
morning in October 9, 2012, a Taliban mem-
ber stopped a school bus, asked for Malala’s 
name, and shot her thrice. She spent the fol-
lowing months recuperating and moved to 
London with her family, while the international 
community discovered her story. She would 
go on to become the youngest Nobel Peace 
Prize laureate for advocating and fighting for 
education for women. This is a breathtaking 
novel about a girl’s fight for women’s educa-
tion in the face of Talibanism and a repressive 
regime of extremist forces. Yousafzai follows a 
logical sequence as she writes the book. This 
allows the reader to understand the sequence 
of events better. She does an incredulous job 
by providing the reader with the social and his-
torical milieu in which the book fits to show the 
significance of her actions.

I Am Malala is a beautiful piece of chronologi-
cal state of events; from Malala’s birth to her 
being shot by the Talibans. A girl child’s birth is 
not a matter of celebration in Pakistan, given 
the feudal mindset of the people in northwest-
ern of the country. But Malala’s father took 
an initiative;  he insisted on a small gather-
ing with relatives because he was sure that 
she would be special. How we know Malala 
today was because of her father. Her father 
went against societal norms to celebrate her 
daughter’s birth, set up a school to propagate 
women education and empowerment amidst 
adversities. For instance, after finally starting 
the school and gaining traction with the local 
villages, there occurs a flood in the region and 

his school gets wiped out. Furthermore, the 
author magnificently goes on to describe fur-
ther sequence of events, like the list of awards 
Malala was receiving when she was ten and 
eleven years old by speaking out on the im-
portance of education for all. After giving a talk 
titled, “How dare the Taliban take away my ba-
sic right to education?” Yousafzai shares with 
the reader that the Taliban then proceeded to 
issue a death threat against her. So when the 
story gets to the climax of the Taliban soldier 
shooting Malala in the face, the author has al-
ready successfully conveyed her life story to 
us and in that moment we feel her trepidation 
and can empathise with her unfortunate pre-
dicament.

Similarly Yousafzai conveys to the reader the 
crucial historical context in which her actions 
transpire. Yousafzai devotes a hefty portion of 
the first part of the book to talk about the cul-
ture in the Swat Valley of Pakistan, the differ-
ential treatment meted out to men and women, 
the Taliban’s role in everyday affairs, and how 
girls are brought up to be prepared as wives 
for future husbands. Yousafzai explores the 
history of Pakistan and gives out the nuances 
that led to this fragmented country. Therefore, 
when she ends up becoming a blogger for 
BBC, blogging about the Taliban’s new edict 
banning girls from attending school, we, the 
reader, know what major risk she’s taking be-
cause we are aware of the social context of 
her actions. As Malala’s prominence rises and 
her actions get more coverage in newspapers 
and television channels, her life too is at a 

higher risk. The Taliban is always out to kill her.

Yousafzai talks about all the other death 
threats that she had received and her family’s 
decision to keep her enrolled in school de-
spite the Taliban making an attempt to bomb 
many other schools in the previous weeks. 
Yousafzai’s discourse on the history of the cul-
ture of the Swat village in northwestern Paki-
stan and the social context in which her story 
takes place allows the reader to have a more 
informed perspective on the issues at hand.

In short, I Am Malala is a well-written story 
about a girl’s determination to fight for edu-
cation for women in a region deep steeped 
in patriarchal notions of women behaviour 
and roles. Her dissection of the chronological 
events in her life and the historical and social 
context of her actions allow the reader to bet-
ter understand the profound significance of her 
actions and the courage it took to do what she 
did. Her actions have been rewarded with the 
International Children’s Peace Prize in 2011, 
the Pakistan’s National Youth Peace Prize, 
a speech to the United Nations, and a Nobel 
Peace Prize. As reading Malala Yousafzai’s 
story has profoundly deepened my knowl-
edge of Middle Eastern cultural affairs and 
the struggle of children, particularly women, in 
those countries to receive proper education, I 
believe it can do the same for others and bet-
ter humanity.
           

Ayush Maskara, PG Media, 2nd year

Picture source: Google
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Tete-a-tete with the man who introduced female Dhakis in Bengal

It’s often said that behind every success-
ful man there is a woman, but the women 
of this quiet village of Maslandapur from 

Habra district have a different story to tell. 
Their lives have been transformed because 
of the dhak, an instrument that brings an aura 
to the festive mood and spirit of Durga puja; 
and they have only but Gokul Chandra Das to 
thank. Gokul Das is a now a household name 
in Bengal, thanks to the numerous appear-
ances on television shows alongside stalwarts 
such as Pt. Tanmoy Bose, Pt. Bickram Ghosh, 
Ustaad Zakir Hussain, Pt. Ravi Shankar and 
many more. After having brought 
glory through the use of dhak in 
his numerous performances at 
several music concerts in India 
and worldwide, he is out on a mis-
sion currently. 
In a telephonic conversation, 
Anurag Ghosh talks to Gokul Das 
about the revival of dhak in main-
stream musical culture and his 
mission to train women to take up 
drumming as a profession.

Is playing dhak your family pro-
fession? Tell us how has the 
journey been so far?

Yes, we come from a family of 
dhakis. My father and grandfa-
ther both were renowned dha-
kis. I started training under my 
father Ishwar Motilal Das at the 
age of four, who gave me lessons on classical 
dhak playing. Initially I used to play the kan-
shor and then slowly I took up the dhak and 
used to go along with my father to perform at 
shows. I have participated and performed in 
innumerable competitions and shows all over 
India; in places like Delhi, Mumbai, Allahabad, 
Lucknow. In one such Durga puja competition 
in 2004, I was conferred with the title of the 
‘Dhaki Samrat’ after having competed against 
32 teams. In fact it is during this competition 
that I got to meet Pt. Tanmoy Bose and had the 
privilege to perform with his world renowned 
fusion troupe Taal Tantra and have been tour-
ing around the world with him till date. I got 
the opportunity to perform in North America, 
England, Jakarta, Indonesia, Norway and 
Bangladesh. Such encounters also gave me 
a platform to perform with legends and maes-
tros like Pt. Ravi Shankar and Ustad Zakir 

Hussain. In Norway, I got to be a part of a 250 
piece symphony orchestra comprising musi-
cians from throughout the world.

Who inspired you to take up this profes-
sion?

Dhak playing came as an inheritance to me. 
My forefathers have been involved with this art 
form since ages. I learnt the basics from my 
father. However I consider Pt. Tanmoy Bose 
as my guru. It is all because of him that I was 
able to reach where I am today. I was able to 

learn various instruments like the saxophone, 
clarinet, harmonium, dholak, etc. as a kid. But 
under guruji’s guidance, I was able to focus 
more deeply on dhak and explore new hori-
zons with it.

Why is Dhak still not part of mainstream 
music despite being a rich traditional per-
cussion instrument?

Our forefathers were very renowned and 
played well. But they lacked a far sighted ap-
proach. They never thought about the next 
generation and how they might want to take 
the art forward. You will not find any study ma-
terial or lessons based on dhak like we get for 
instruments such as the tabla, dhol, pakhawaj 
or harmonium. Dhak being very region specific 
to Bengal, you will not find a single institution 
where dhak is taught formally. The art of dhak 

playing has been recognised as a mainstream 
art form. But I am trying to change the mindset. 
I have started writing a book which will help the 
future generations to come forward and learn 
this instrument as a mainstream art. Dhak is 
also based on basics similar to that of tabla or 
pakhawaj and my book will have details about 
the technicalities of dhak. 

How did the idea of training women come 
to your mind? How well was it accepted?

In one such international tours in North Amer-
ica, I visited a music store to 
buy a saxophone for my son 
where I found the lady at the 
counter playing multiple kinds 
of instruments effortlessly. It is 
then that the idea struck me. I 
wondered how women back in 
my village are far more labori-
ous and hardworking. Then 
why can’t they play something 
wonderful as a dhak?! I got 
back home after the tour and 
soon started training women 
of my locality in dhak. Initially 
I got mixed response from my 
neighborhood and started with 
a group of six women. The 
idea was very new and unique 
as no one had ever thought 
about it before. With time and 
overcoming criticism, my ef-
forts were recognized and at 

present we have 50 women who have trained 
under me and are performing in several shows.

Dhak is still a very Durga puja related in-
strument. Why don’t we see it at par with 
instruments like table or mridanga? What 
are the efforts being taken for the revival of 
dhak and for its survival as an art form in 
the long run?

Dhak was previously found only during the 
Durga puja. However, nowadays, times are 
changing and with efforts like that of mine, 
people are accepting it more widely. I brought 
about the concept of fusion dhak where dhak 
is being played along with saxophone, key-
boards, etc to make it more appealing to the 
audience of today. In 2010, I organized a work-
shop where dhakis from many districts came 
together to promote the art form. On the last 

day of the workshop, we put up a performance 
in front an audience comprising renowned 
musicians and celebrities from the music fra-
ternity. They were amazed to see how dhak 
could be played with a variety of mainstream 
instruments. The workshop was also an effort 
to make the dhakis trained and learned musi-
cians. We also discussed about nuances and 
techniques which could be adopted to make 
dhak more interesting for modern day listen-
ers. The response we have received overtime 
has encouraged us even more. Corporates 
are calling us to inaugurations and product 
launches, also, movies and daily soaps are 
showcasing us. This is promoting the art form 
as well as artists. The present government has 
promoted folk art and artists to a great extent 
and we receive monthly financial grants.

What is the future of dhak? Do you see 
young musicians taking up dhak as an art?

Before my time is done, I’d like to restore the 
lost respect for the dhak and the dhaki. You will 
never find a table player being summoned to 
play at odd hours or for indefinite time. Where-
as we dhakis are called for at any time of the 
day, often with not-so-good gestures. Dhak 
has always been neglected and seen with de-
meanor. After a long struggle, we have finally 
registered our group and you can find us on 
www.gokuldhaki.in. I want people to accept 
dhak as an instrument, understand its impor-
tance and presence and respect the art form 
as well as the artist. I will not be there forever, 
even after I am gone, people and the masses 
should have information or material from which 
they can learn dhak.

Training women in dhak is a very unique 
initiative. Do you think women have the po-
tential to become better than men in drum-
ming?

Earlier pilots used to be men only, but now 
women have encroached that space too. 
Nothing is impossible if the person concerned 
wants to work hard for whatever he or she 
is aiming at. With this thought, I had started 
training the women and I wish that someday 
in future I see these female students of mine 
shining in the field of mainstream music, play-
ing the dhak to glory.

Anurag Ghosh, PG Media, 1st year

Picture courtesy: The Indian Express
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You Did Not Let Her Go
Manisha Shaw, UG Media, 1st year

Not Your Supergirl
Satabdi Gantait

The Unheard Cry for Help 
Disha Gomes, BCA, 3rd year

মা 
প্রত্যয় দত্ত 

 
যমভন আগলর যাল া তুমভ 
আভায় ফুলেয মবতয 
ান্ত হলত চাই আমভ 

যলর প্রশ্রলয়য এই আদয; 
 

মনমিদ্র-মনযাদ যেযাল াল 
যেই ভুমিয োন্ধা, 

যেন ালে মদলত এই েভয় 
আমভ আজও াময না ? 

 
আমভ হৃদয় মদলয় ছমফ 

এঁলেমছরাভ বালরাফাোয- 
ফুমঝ মন শুধু এই ৃমিফী 
এে স্বপ্ন যধাঁয়াায, 

 
স্বলপ্নয ভায়াফী যেই চাদলয 
যযল মছরাভ েত েিা 

যবলে মাওয়া যোন যে হাত ধলয 
অতীত ফাড়ায় ফযাকুরতা ; 

 
এ যোন স্বাধীনতা আজ যলি আভায 

যেলে মদলত ফযিথতা 
গলড় অমিলেয োযাগায... 

 
এ যোন বালরাফাো য াঁলজ মভলিয অহংোয 

যলয় মাওয়া ফযফোয 
েলয় মাওয়া েযান্সায 

 
ফ� দযজা তফ ুবােলফা েলজালয 
এই প্রতযয় যমন না বালে অন্তলয- 

 
আমভ মনলব মগলয়ও জ্বলর উঠলত াময 

মমদ েিা যা , 
আমভ ভলয মগলয়ও যফঁলচ মপযলত াময 

মমদ মপলয যদ . 

You Heard Her

In that back ally way down the street

But You Ignored Her

As she Screamed,

You Knew what was happening,

Yet,

You let them be,

She was the victim,

And you didnt seem to care,

As those men dug down in her,

She screamed stop and help,

But you just left and didn’t stop,

In the morning there she was, on the news spotlight,

RAPED,

Was in red big, and bold,

Why didnt you stop?

You Heard Her,

In the back alley way down the street,

You saw them commit the crime,

You heard her scream for help,

But you just ignored and walked right by,

As no one had gone to help,

So now this young girl of 8,

Her skin as pale as snow,

Molested again and again in every trial,

Because no one stopped to help.

I’ve always loved superman
Ever since I was small

But, now a days, i wonder
Does the man sleep at all?

He does look sleek and shiny
His gorgeousness intact

But I’m beginning to wonder
If the story is based on facts.

Because you see, dear people
I’m superwoman for some
I manage, dazzle, juggle

Every thing and every one.

The curtains and the curries
The stupid laundry bill

The paytm(s) , the deadlines
And everything in between.

And I live this title so much
Super’s a lovely name

The only problem is inside
I don’t quite feel the same.

I don’t have time for breakfast
I’m always running late

I forgo food, because there’s already
Too much on my plate.

Today I woke at dawn
And saw things clearly 
It has been a long time

Since it was ok to be just me.

Today I’ll breathe in the autumn
And not fall in that trap
Of Supergirl, woman..
Will be just enough.

The day when she finally made it through the sack etched in the maternal belly,

She charged her way through the womb to conquer the world with love, already!

She met with  rejection, Creators with a conflicted heart,

Reluctance and remorse cropped up, her gender had them to their gut.

Had she not been born with genitals that bled,

The disappointment and denial would be replaced with pride of possession instead.

Her immaculate presence in attempt to light up the dwelling darkness,

Managed to sieve through specks of emotion, beneath the layer of toughness.

She traversed a path impeded with mighty prejudices of the society,

She waged battles relentlessly against the evil that comes in such variety.

Shamed and dominated, concealed within the safety of her house,

Her character and worth was determined by the length of her skirt and blouse.

Her charred lungs pumped out exhaustion,

Her scarred liver cried out for mere affection.

She’s expected to entwine into a social bond, procreation being the goal,

Nurturing a fruitful life, with no heed paid to the desires of her soul.

Patriarchy suppressed all her innocent whims,

The journals bear witness to her vivid dreams.

She desires being above none, just equality and equity would do.

A little bit of humanity and a conscience that is true.

Her struggles are real, and so is she!

Just a being made of flesh and bone,

Who are we to deny her rights?

Why can’t we just make her our own?

P O E T S

CORNER

 
श्रधहहॊजलर  

A Tribute To Nirbhaya (Daamini) 
Setu Maheshwari 

कहहॉ खो गमी इॊसहननमत कहह कहहॉ गमह इॊसहन 
हभहये ददरो ददभहग से आखखय कहहॉ गमह नहयी कह सम्भहन 
क्मों बूर गए हभ हभें जीवन देती है नहयी भहॉ फनकय 

हभहयह जीवन सवहयती है नहयी कबी फहन तो कबी ऩत्नी फनकय 
नहयी के हय रूऩ भें हभें बगवहन ्ने प्महय की सौगहत दी है 

ज़िन्दगी की रौ को जरहने के लरए एक बीनी सी आॊच दी है 
कहह है हभहयी आॉखों की शभम आखखय कहह गमह हभहये ददरों से प्महय 
क्मों इस सभहज भें फहय फहय नहयी की ऩववत्रतह होती है तहय-तहय 

क्मों हभ उन्हें प्महय के फदरे लसपम  नपयत ददमह कयते हैं 
क्मों हभ उन्हें वफ़ह के फदरे लसपम  धोखह ही ददमह कयते हैं 

आखखय कफ तक हभ उन्हें प्महय के फदरे लसपम  हवस देते यहेंगे 
आखखय कफ तक हभ उनसे लभरी ज़िन्दगी के फदरे उन्हें भौत देते यहेंगे 

ियह एक फहय अऩने अन्दय झहॊककय अऩनी आत्भह से ऩूछो 
कक क्मह होगी ज़िन्दगी बफनह उनके प्महय औय रगहव के 

क्मह जी सकें गे हभ इस फेयॊग दनुनमह भें बफनह उनके सहथ के 
क्मों नहीॊ उठत ेहभहये हहथ उन सजदो के लरए ज़जसकी वो हकदहय हैं 

क्मों हभें उनकी आत्भह छोड़ लसपम  ज़जस्भ से ही प्महय है 
ककसी की दनुनमह फेयॊग फनहकय अऩने लरए कैसे यॊग बय ऩहओगे 

जफ बी आमने के सहभने जहओगे तो एक वहशी बेड़ड़मह ही ऩहओगे 
औय उस से तो क्मह सोचो कबी खदु से बी नियें लभरह ऩहओगे 

आखखय कफ तक सभहज ऩे ऊॉ गरी उठहओगे कफ तक ऩुलरस को दोषी ठहयहओगे 
भत बूरो कक दसूयों ऩय उठी एक ऊॉ गरी के फदरे तीन ऊॉ गरी अऩनी ओय ऩहओगे 

अऩनह शैतहन ऩहरने के लरए आखखय औय ककतनी दहलभनी बेंट चढहओगे 
हय फेवजह फरी ऩय अऩनी भहॉ कह दधू औय उसकी कोख रजहओगे 

भत बूरो ! जैसे को तैसह ही प्रकृनत कह ननमभ है 
कर अगय ककसी अऩनी को दहलभनी कक जगह ऩहओगे तो दनुनमह को तुभ क्मह भुॉह ददखहओगे 
ख़त्भ कयनी होगी मे हवस मे दरयॊदगी, पैसरह कयो कक प्महय के फदरे लसपम  प्महय ही रौटहओगे 

वहदह कयो खदु से कक सभहज भें कपय "यहभ यहज" रहओगे 
औय यहजह यहभ बरे ही न फन सको, इॊसहन तो फनकय ही ददखहओगे 

फनकय ही ददखहओगे || 

Illustration: Sukriti Saha
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দগু্গা নগরেে নকশা 
সৌভয শুভ্র দা 

          ুজদাযা ুচকিদদয কনদ ুদজায আদেই কদদনযকদদন যানু্টরুন দয সফকযদ দযদচ. ফাাংরা সভঘ(ককযদর)ফাকরিাযা অফরীরাক্রদভ 
খুুঁটি ুদজা আয ভারদয কদন'ই ভা'য ভুখ উদমাচন িদয সপদরদচ (চিকুদান ফড় সফায ন, াটিি  আক ফদর কদদদচ). "ূজা সর'য" এি 
কফজ্ঞাদন 'ত্তয তাাং ছাড়'এয আদে 'upto' ব্দটি ফদডা সছাট িদয সরখা কছর, তাই সজঠিভা-িাকিভায দর ফহুজাকতি সপকযদটরভযিা কাং 
ভর'এ ঢুদি কফাদি দড়দচ এফাং বাযাক্রা� ভন কনদ ভরতযাে িদযদচন. এইদত্তা িদিকদন আদে টুকিয ফাফা ুদজায সফানা না াওা "ফাুঁ 
দ সেদরা" ফদর ভদনয জ্বারা সভটাদত কেদ টুকিয ভাথা ুদজায দে ফাুঁদয এিটা সজাট ঘটিদ কদদদচ অজাদ�ই - ুদজায আদেই াযা 
য ফাুঁদয াদজ সদজ উটদচ, মকদও ফা তায আর আফযণ আদফ ফীদয� বদ্র'য িণ্ঠ সানায চাযকদন আদে. সছাট্ট টুকি এই যয সবদ 
িদযই ছাড়দফ সবদফ সযদিদচ. টুকিয কদকদ এিটি 'ফযকিেত' িদরদজ ড়াশুদনা িদয এফাং িদরদজও মা, কিন্তু ড়াদনা  সম ঘযগুদরা ফা 
মা মা ড়াদনা  ফা িাযা সিন কিবাদফ িদফ ড়ান তায াদথ ম্পিি সনই ফরদরই চদর. তফুও তায ফয�তা ইত্তা সনই, 
সাাটযাআআআ'এ াংফাদ-কফফাদ-অনুফাদ-াধুফাদ াংক্রভদণয ভদতা তায চতুথি-প্রজনদনয সিাল-আবাটিদি কফির িদয কদদে, ুদজায আদেই 
ছাত্রদদয ফাকলিি উৎফ, থুকড়, অযানুার সপস্ট সম! এয জদনয তায াোে কভটিাংদয য কভটিাং'এ কনভকিত. ইকতভদধয সানা সেদচ সিষ্টয 
কদকদ নাকি আফাদযা এিটি িকফতায ফই করদিদচন, তাদত ুয কদদদচ স্বনাভধনয সিাদনা াংেীত কযচারি (অফযই টাকরেদেয). সই োন 
সানা মাদফ কফকবন্ন ুদজা িকভটিয ফড় ফড় ুদজা, াুঁচ কদদন াুঁচটি কথভ'এ.  

          ইকতভদধয ফহুজাকতি সিাম্পাকনগুদরা তাদদয িভিুকচ ছদি সপদরদচ - অকবদনতা, সখদরাাড়, োি, ুন্দযী যভণী প্রবৃকত 
তাযিাদদয ধুকত াোকফ আয রারদদড় াকড় কযদ সজাড়দ� দাুঁড় িকযদ কদদদচ ককবযা ানী, সতর, াফান, ভাখন, চভা, আতয এফাং 
িদডাদভয ছকফয াদ. টুকি এই যয উদ্ঘাটন িযদত াযদফ ফদর আভায দঢ়ৃ কফশ্বা. 

          তদফ ফড় ফড় কক্ষা প্রকতষ্ঠানগুদরাও কিছু সকভনায আদাজন িদযদচ ফদট, নতুন ছাত্রদদয উদ্বদু্দ িযায জদনয. কিন্তু এই 
আদরাচনা-যফতী িাদর ছাত্রদর দগু্গাুদজায উদত্তজনা াকযদ সপরদচ ফদর অদনি ধভী াংঘঠন আইদনয দ্বাযস্ত দফ ফদর জানা সেদচ. ইকতভদধয 
দ�ালুয কফশ্বকফদযারদ অকত-অকত ফাভন্তী ছাত্রীদর যাভফণিা দগু্গা প্রকতভা কনভিাণ িযদচ ফদর িানাঘুদলা সানা মাদে. প্রকতভা কল্পীও ুরুল না 
ওায িাযদণ অদনি ফাঙাকর কযফায তাদদয সছদর-সভদদদয নাভ এই কফশ্বকফদযার সথদি িাটিদ কনদে ফদর িতৃি ক্ষ জাকনদদচ. এভতাফস্তা 
াদত সোনা িদিজন ফস্ক ফুকদ্বজীফী িদিটি ুদজা িকভটিদত প্রতযক্ষয বাদফ কল্প এফাং কযিল্পনায দাকত্ব কনদ কনদদচন ফদর সানা সেদচ. 
ওকদদি আমি এফাং দকরত যাজনীকতয ধভী ফকড় তত ফছয ধদয আাভয ফাঙাকর জনাধাযণদি কভশ্রী ফা যাজদবাদেয আিাদয খাওাদনা 
ওা কিছু অকতফুকদ্দজীফীয দর ইদ�ায ছাকদ কাং ভরগুদরায াভদন কফকর িযদচ ফদর প্রান দদক্ষ সনদফ. অদনদি তাদদয আফায 
"avant garde" ফা অগ্রফূয ফদর ভদন িদয থাদিন. টুকি কিন্তু ক্রভ যয ভাধাদনয কদদি একেদ চদরদচ - তায াড়ায সছাদট্টা যাদডদরয 
াদ আদেয প্তাদয নগ্ন ফাুঁগুদরা আফযণ দযদচ - আফযণগুদরা সযাভলিি, িাভুি এফাং নান্দকনি, ফাঙাকরয ফ সথদি ফড় উৎদফ 
ফহুজাকতি সিাম্পাকনগুদরায ভুখয এফাং সভাক্ষ দটুি রাব'ই দীঘিজীফী ওায ুদমাে াদে. 

দগু্গাুদজায উৎফ উরদক্ষয এি সফযিাকয াংফাদ চযাদনদরয এি কফদল সফযিাকয অনুষ্ঠাদন এি কফদল সফযিাকয ফুকিজীফী এদ এিটি 
কফদল কফতকিি ত ভ�ফয িদয সই চযাদনদরয টি.আয.ক যিাকয বাদফ ফাকড়দ কদদদচ ফদর সানা সেদচ - "অষ্টাদ তাব্দীয সদলয কদদি নফয 
(সফকিি) ফাফুদদয এফাং যীৃ ভধযে সফদনদদয দ্বাযা প্রফকতি ত দগু্গাুদজা আদর ইাংদযজ াদফদদয ভদনাযেদনয এিটি উা কছর ভাত্র." এই 
ফিফয ফাঙাকর ভদনান তথা াঙৃ্ককতি আদফেদি আত িদযদচ ফদর অকধিাাং দদকনদি ছাা দদচ. এই কফধভী স্বজাকতদদ্রাী ফযকিয ফিদফয 
আদযা অদনি ফাঙাকর ফযকথত - দগু্গা ুদজায উৎদফ ফাফুদদয অট্টাকরিা দাকভ খযাভটা নাদচয আয ফত আয াধাযণ ভানুলদি খুফ এিটা 
িাদছ সঘুঁলদত সদওা দতানা, মকদও ফা সানা মা কিছু াধাযন সছাদটাদরাি একদি-ওকদি দগু্গাুদজা িযা প্রদচষ্ট দেন সই ভ.   

          সদরাদরয ভাভূদরযয তাব্দীদত াড়ায সফদড়ািা ফুম্বায সছাট্ট কজজ্ঞাা শুদন ুরুতভাই ভািি ণ্ড ুযান াতদড় তায উত্তয খুুঁদজ 
চদরদচ - "কযফায কনদ ফাদযফাকড় এদরা সতা মুিযত ভকলাুয কবদরনটিদি ভা সটদন আনদর সিন?" ফা "রুদ্রভূকতি দগু্গা মখন ভকলাুয দে 
কত্রবুফন িাুঁাদনা ভাভদয ফয�, আভযা ফাঙাকরযা ভাদি ফাৎরযযদ আকরেন িযকচ কি িদয?" ফুম্বায দাদ ুকিন্তু Dialectics-এ কফশ্বাী, তাই 
কতকন ভাথা সনদড় ফদরন সম দগু্গা সাি ফা িারী, আভযা দ'ুজনদি এিই কিয দইু ফকিঃপ্রিা কদদফ সভদন কনকে, তদফ তায কফত্তা� ঠায 
িযদত দতা অপর. এিই ঠাকুদযয কফকবন্ন রূ আভাদদয অকস্ত-ভিা সেুঁদথ আদছ সম কি িদয, সি জাদন. ফাাংরা কফবাদেয তাক্ষীকদ অফয 
ভন�াকিি গু�াব ইউাং এয আকিি টাই আয ভদফত অফদচতন কদদ অদনি সফাঝাদনায সচষ্টা িদয মাদে, কিন্তু ফই ভাথায কতমিি দ সফকযদ 
মাদে এই ুদজায ফাজাদযয স্লে ওবায যাউদড. 
মবেত অেবচতন দিবে অবনক বেোঝোবনোর বচষ্টো কবর যোবে, দকন্তু েই মোথোর দতযযক বে বেদরবে যোবে এই পুবজোর েোজোবরর স্লগ ওভোবর 
রোউবে.  

          ক্কো ক্কো োদ িং ক্লোবের ত্তবরোর্য অতীতদের্ুর েৃদ্ধর ি ১৯১০'র কিংবে পোর্টয 'র বেন এেিং েরোম ে ুঘোট বরোবডর 
েোবরোেোদর পুবজোর বমে�বনর কথো েবত েবত মোবঝমবর্ে স্মৃদতভ্রষ্ট এেিং আবেগপ্রেণ বে পড়বচন. মো আর বিল-ও-িল একমে োত র্বর 
স্বোর্ীনতোর গোন বগবেদছ - স্মৃদতবরোমন্থন কবর এক েৃদ্ধ কদে ি-ুোইন নজরুই আউবড় ব বন. আব্ব ুপুবজোর জোমো দকবন দিবেবচ েব বছোট্ট 
নেোেও ঠোকুর বিখোর itinerary েোদনবে ব ববচ. আমোবির কোদ িো (যদিও েো েোমপন্থী রোজনীদত বছবড় দিবেবচ চোকদর-িংোবরর তোদগবি) 
িগু্গোপুবজোর োবথ বকোথোে একটো বেণী-জোদত িংেোম আর মুদির গবপো খুুঁবজ পোে - েোেুবির র্মীে নোচ-ঘবরর বচৌকোঠ বপদরবে িগু্গো আপোমর 
জনোর্োরবণর মোবঝ এব জোদকবে েববচ - হুগী'র গুদিপোড়োর েোবরোর্ট বছোুঁড়ো যদি অপিংসৃ্কদত ও প্রদতষ্ঠোনদেবরোর্ী র্ৃষ্টতো নো বিখোবতো, তোইব 
েত আজ নেোে তোর আব্বুর োবথ, ুমন পোড়ুই তোর মো'র োবথ অথেো তোমোন্ধো খোতুন তোর দ বরোবজর োবথ পুবজোর েোজোর করবত এন্থ ু
বপবতো নো. বচৌর্ুরী েোদড়র িগু্গোপুবজোে েবতো রতন েোগদির বেৌ িরূ বথবকই দুঁিরু বখো বিবখ মোবক দেিোে জোনোবতো...    

          দিং-েোদনী, দে�ে-েোদদন, মদো-মদিযনী, চতুর-অষ্ট-িলভুজো মো'র গবপো শুবন বছোট্ট পোেবোর বকোবনো দউদড মোরোমোদর'র 
দবনমো মবন পবর যোবে. তবে বভবে বিখব িগু্গোর অুর-িমন েো মদ-ের্ গপর্ট লতোক্ষীদির কোবদিভ unconscious'এর কথোর উবেখ মবন 
কদরবে বিে েবট - দনশ্চই এই মদগুবো গোবেে মভূদমবত আযয ভেতোর (নেে কৃক?) প্রোবরর েোড়ো-ভোবত ছোই বঢবদচবো (েোই েোহুে 
বয গোবেে মভূদমর োজোর োজোর পোনো-পুকুর আর জোভূদমবত গো এদবে দিবব্বো েব থোকবতো মদোুবরর েোনগুবো). তবে লেোমমোমো দকন্তু 
মো'র রুদ্রমূদতয র কথো েবনো কখবনো, েরিং হমেতী-উমো-পোেযতীর আখেোবন প্রবতেক েোঙোদ েোদড়র আিবরর বমবের দ বর আোর রূপকটোর 
কথোই েব.  

এর মবর্ে দেদভন্ধ মোজ-দেবরোর্ী ব দমদনস্ট েো নোরী-মুদির ধ্বজোর্োরীরো মদোলদির িংকৃতোেন তথো দুঁি ুদপতৃতবের গ� বপবে দেদভন্ধ প্রোদিক 
মোর্েমগুবোর দ্বোরো নোচোনোদচ করবচ. এইবত্তো, দিডো িো নোবমর এক বদখকো কুৎো ও অপপ্রচোর চোোবে এই েব বয মো'র অ�গুবো নোদক ে'ই 
পুরু ভগেোবনর িোন!    

          এদিবক পোড়োর পোগো দচত্তপ্রোি বিওেোব এখবনো বততোদেবলর মন্বিবরর ছদে আুঁবক আর 'বস্টট-অ -দি-আটয ' আেোন'এর 
(পোড়োর পোর্টয -আদপ যোবক টুদনর-মো আবো দিবে ভূদত কবরবচ িগু্গোমো আর দেজ্ঞোপবনর আদেভয োবে), লরৎ-শুভ্র অরোজননদতক বিেোগুবো 
বনোিংরো করবচ. তোর পোবল বছোট্ট কবর বকোবনো এক দেচ্ছ ুবছোুঁড়ো ি-ুোইন দবখ বগবচ রোবতর আড়োব -  

অক্ষম এ রোেেোর ঈশ্বর কথবন                                                                                       
প্রভুর েন্দনো শুদন বেবনর ভেবন.  

                                    ('বতোত্র', মর বন) 

তবে রুদ্র বোক েো েোদড়র দমদষ্ট বমবে, পুরু-লোদত এবজন্ট বোক েো দ্বোদেতেলীো মো, কুবমোরটুদ বথবক আবত বগব এই িগু্গোর্টবক োিবর 
অভেথযনো জোনোে এই দিজ-ভোঙো েোঙরো লবরর ে দকছু - মোকয -এবে-বদনবনর মূদতয বথবক শুরু কবর বনতোদজ-রেী�-দেবেকোনন্দর 
অেেেগুবো, ত্তবরর ইদতো েুবক বনওেো বিোবেগুবো বথবক িে োগোবনো গদ-রোজপবথর দদ কেোবমরোগুবো!                                                                     

টুলদক পুবজোর উবত্তজনোর েব রে উদ্ঘোটবনর কথো ভুব বমবরবচ. কোদ িো িংোর-িংেোবমর মবর্েও িগু্গোর দিবক তোদকবে এখবনো বেণীিংেোবমর 
কথো ভোেবচ. আর েোই মবনমবন িগু্গো-নগবরর নকলো আুঁকবচ. 

মা দরু্গার ছুটি নেই 
 

সকত ভজভুদায 

 
যতননয আজ খুফ ভজা. ুনজা এন গগনে. ভা দগূগা ওনক একটা নতুন জাভাও গদনফ ফনরনে. ুনজায 
চাযনট দদন ওয দারুন আনন্দ. াড়ায অনয ফাচ্চানদয নে যানেনর হুনটাাটি কনযই গকনট মানফ. 
ভা ফকনফ না, ফাফাও ভাযনফ না. দতয কথা ফরনত এটাই ফ গথনক ফড় আনন্দ যতননয. ুনজায 
ক-দদন ফাফা াযা যাত দযক্সা চারানফ. ভদ খাফায ভয় ানফ না, ফাদড় দপনয ভা-গক গটানফও না. 
গত প্তান গতা ওয ফাফা, ভা-য ভাথা ঠুনক দদনয়দেনরা গদয়ানর. গোট্ট গফানটানক গকানর গচন ধনয 
যতন দিঁটিনয় ফনদের ওনদয ফদিয এক দচরনত ঘযটায গকানন. প্রদত ভুূনতগ ই ভনন দিনরা এই 
ফুদি ওয দনঠ ড়নরা ! গ দদন ভা ফাফায জাভায নকট গথনক ভদ খাফায টাকাটা ফায কনয 
দননয়দের দননজয ওলুধ দকননফ ফনর. তাই ফাফায এনতা যাগ. ভা কািঁদনত কািঁদনত, কানত কানত 
ওনদয দ ুবাই গফান গক ফুনক গচন ঘুদভনয় নড়দের এক ভয়. 
 
মাক গগ গ কথা. এই ক দদন ফাই ফযি. যতন দননজও. াড়ায নীর ুকাকু ুনজায ভয় এক প্তা 
গযার-চাউদভন-দফদযয়াদনয গদাকান গদয়. দ ফেনযয যতন ওখানন ফান গধানফ. বাযী 
গডকদচগুনরা ও তুরনত ানয না, তাই শুধ ু গেট গধায়. ফদনর দ ু গফরা খাওয়া আয যানতয দদনক 

গফিঁনচ মাওয়া খাফাযগুনরাও নীর ু কাকু ওনক দদনয় গদয় গফাননয জনয. একটু গটানক মাওয়া 
দফদযয়াদনগুনরা যতন দননয় মায় ওয ৫ ফেনযয গফানটায জনয. ুনজায য টাকাও গদনফ ফনরনে 

নীর ুকাকু. ভা দগুগানক টাকাটা দদনয় গদনফ যতন. 
 
অষ্টভীয দদন নেনফরা গতা আনযা ভজা. ফদিয অনয ফাচ্চানদয নে ও-ও রাইন গদনফ গফাননক 

দননয়. াদা ান্জাফী আয গরায় ায যা একটা কাকু ওনদয ানত নতুন জাভা গদনফ. ভা দগূগা 
াদ ভুনখ গদখনফ. ওই একটা দদনই ভা দগুগানক ানত গদনখ যতন. 
 
আজ লষ্ঠী. গফাধননয ঢানকয আওয়াজ শুননত শুননত এফই বাফদেনরা যতন. তখনই গদখনরা 
ওনদয ফদিয াভনন নতুন ফ্ল্যাটফাদড়টায গথনক একটা ঠাকুভা এন ডাকনে 'দগূগা, দগূগা'... যতননয 

ভা-গক গডনক চুনর রার যং ঠাকুভাটা  ফরনরা, 'গান্, অষ্টভী নফভী নেনফরাও েুটি নফ না দকন্তু, 

আভায গভনয়-জাভাই আনফ.' ওই ঠাকুভায ফাদড়নতই ফান ভাজা, ঘয গভাোয কাজ কনয 

যতননদয ভা, নে আনযা দনুটা ফাদড়. ুনজায় ২ দদন েুটি ানফ গবনফদেনরা... 
 
যতননয আফায ভন খাযা নয় গগনরা. ভা দগুগায গকাননা েুটি গনই ! 

 

ইতি তিোমোর তময়ে 
 

অগ্নিগ্নিৎ তরফদার 

 
একা আকাল আলায় ভভল লরৎ রালতর ভলল 

ঝরলবা ভভালরর গ্নলগ্নলর কণায় ভতামার ভকাল এল  I 
 

য়লতা তুগ্নম অন্ধকালরর অন্ধ ভকালণ বল 
ভদখল া আমার মুলখর পালে ঈৎ মৃদ ুভল  I 

 
ভাবল া বুগ্নঝ কেযা আগ্নম - 'রত্ন' োগ্নক দায় ! 

আগল আমায় রাখলব ভকাথায় ভকাে ভ ভেলর  ায় I 
 

কেযা আগ্নম পণয গ্নক আর! ... আগ্নম াংকারা 
লগ্নি রূলপ পূিলব আমায় গ্নবশ্ব িগৎ ারা  I 

 
"রণাগ্নিেী আমার তুগ্নম ভদখলব মগ্নরণ 
দল ালত ভমার বািলব ভযে দলপ্ররণ" 

 
তুগ্নম আমায় গ্নিেলব ভতা মা দগু্গা ভদবীর ভবলল ? 
ািলবা আগ্নম ডালকর ালি ভতামার পালে ভল  I 

 
'এই ভমলয়টাই আমার ভমলয়' - বলব তুগ্নম ুলখ 
স্বপ্ন খুুঁলিা আমার মালঝ স্বপ্ন ভরা ভিালখ I 

 
____________________________________ 

"রণাগ্নিেী আমার তুগ্নম ভদখলব মগ্নরণ 
দল ালত ভমার বািলব ভযে দলপ্ররণ" - এই অংলটি কািী েিরু ইাম এর 'আগমেী' ভথলক 

উগ্নিগ্নখত 
 


